
       

Notre Dame Holy cross High School  Moharpara. 

       Class- I.     Subj- English- II.  

 Ist   Periodical Test.                                      Full marks – 20. 

 

1. Answer the following question.                              2 x2=4. 

A. What are called naming words?. 

      ------------------------------------------------------------------- 

B. How many types of naming words are there? Name them. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. Circle the naming words.                                              1x4=4. 

a. The cow gives us milk. 

b. The monkey is wearing a cap. 

c. Father is writing a letter. 

d. The bear climb up the tree . 

3. Fill in the blanks with naming words.                         1x4=4. 

a. Kereena is eating an  ............... 

b. Mr. Mathur  is reading a .......... 

c. The .......... brings letter for us 

d. The  ...........  is a big animal. 

4. Tick ✔ the correct words .                                            1x4= 4. 

a. A nurse work in a .......... 

                               Bank           hospital            zoo. 

b. We sleep in the  ............ 

                               Bedroom       kitchen         park. 

c. We use a .............. to play cricket. 

                               Bat                  net                pencil. 

d. The ........... lives in water. 

                              Tiger               cow             fish. 

 

5. Circle the first letter of the special names.                           3. 

     Nagpur           Bridge          Rohit Sharma. 

      Woman          Godavari     River. 

 

                      Cleanliness.....  1. 

 

 

 

❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❌❎ 

 



Notre Dame Holy Cross High School Moharpara 

                  Ist Periodical Test  

             Class- 11.    Subj—English – II.         

                                                                       Full marks—20. 

 

I. Answer the following questions.                                             2x2=4. 

a. What is a sentence ?  Give one example. 

b. What are called naming words? 

 

II. Arrange these words to form Sentences. Begin each sentence with a capital letter. 

Put s full stop or a question mark at the end.                          1x4= 4. 

a. Bicycle his Karan riding is. 

b. Water bottle is your where. 

c. Pretty a girl is Salma. 

d. Into dog the river jumped the.  

 

III. Add suitable words to complete these sentences.                  1x4=4. 

a. The girl is .............. 

b. Ajay is a ............. boy. 

c. The ................ gives us  milk. 

d. Mother is in the ........... 

 

IV. Put a full stop or a question mark at the end of these sentences.     1x4=4.. 

a. Will you go alone  ⭕ 

b. Where wil you  stay  ⭕ 

c. In winter , many birds Come  to this lake ⭕ 

d. The cranes come here from Siberia  ⭕ 

 

V. Match the columns.                                              4. 

         Bee                       kennel 

         Cow                      den 

         Dog                       hive 

         Hen                       burrow 

         Horse                    hole 

         Lion                      cowshed 

         Mouse                 stable 

         Rabbit                  coop. 

 

 

✖✖✖✖✖✖✖✖✖✖✖✖✖✖ 

 

 

 

 



 

  


